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Mocked 007 While Bond Was . An ellipsis (anapodoton) for an expression such as If looks could kill, her look would have led to a murder of the person she was looking at. A possible origin of If Looks Could Kill - Internet Movie Firearms Database - Guns in .
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When Michael Corben, along with the rest of his high-school French class, set out for a trip to...
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YouTube If Looks Could Kill (released in the UK as Teen Agent) is a 1991 American action comedy spy film directed by William Dear and stars Richard Grieco. IfLooksCouldKill If looks could kill - movie (1991). Markdixon
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Urban Dictionary: if looks could kill Apr 9, 2015 . If Looks Could Kill song by HEART: Caught you in the act - can't put up with that messing where you shouldn't be I wanna hear you say you're sorry 'Cause nobody...

sense when it comes to seeing the truth in a story—especially if it's murder. Player - If Looks Could Kill lyrics
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If looks could kill / You'd be lying on the floor / You'd be begging me please.